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Eliminate 98 Billion USD of Losses
The estimated losses due to counterfeiting of high end consumer goods
amounted to 98 Billion USD which includes counterfeiting from o�ne as
well as online mediums.

~ 0.5 Million Saving/ 50 Weeks
Information visibility (removal of communication delays) improves the re-
sults further by taking the total costs for manufacture down to $292.75M
under Dr James R. Burns’s research about the Bullwhip e�ect

Save 1 Million people’s Lives
According to World Health Organization estimates, one million people die
each year from counterfeit medicines. The problem of counterfeit drugs
applies mainly to developing countries. In these countries, 30 to 70 percent
of drugs on the market are counterfeits
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Approach
# Use distributed ledger to keep all network members with 
the same data status

# IoT integrability reduces human e�ort on data updates and 
maintainence, also minimizes time and error occurances

# Consensus algorithm ensures each data on blockchain has 
integrity without tampering by malicious participants

# Handle con�dential data with role permission

Hydrocodone
Pain reliever and Analgesic
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Results

Build a secure and incorruptible product identity
that is veri�ed by an auditor, allowing customers to
purchase in a safer way

Decentralized records allow data sharing instanta-
neously.
Reduces workload by an extreme amount of inter-
communication by increasing information visibility

Enhances resilience and speeds up decision making.
Higher information transparency provides participants 
more ample time to react to accidental events

Removes arti�cial errors, updates data automatical-
ly. It doesn’t only save human resources and time,
but cuts down the costs of formatting or processing
raw data
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Impact

In supply chain management, product quality control di�culty, compliance 
and integrity of data-sharing are major contemporary issues. They exist 
alongside one another and have been problematic for a long time due to 
the status quo of traditional control and record procedures. It takes huge 
human e�ort to maintain big data that is created during the processes and 
keeps those records within siloed databases among di�erent entities which 
cause the non-uniform and hysteresis of information. That means that 
when something goes wrong, other members involved in the supply chain 
may not have enough time to handle the crisis properly, which can reduce 
operating cost increase of 13%-25%.  

Improve operational performance and minimize such expansive loss, we 
create a decentralized application using blockchain technology. This tech-
nology draws together and integrates roles including manufacturer, distrib-
utor, retailer, end customer, and auditor.

Does every schedule 
move smoothly?

Do all of the processes 
match requirements?

Can we trust the 
drug is safe to take?

Blockchain Application
For Supply Chain Management - Yun Chen Chen


